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347 Madison Avenue
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Re: Response to George Haikalis3sLetter dated February 28, 2006
Dear Board Member Blakeman:
Mr. Haikalis' February 28, 2006 letter to you details a number ofpoints in response
to my February 2006 committee presentation on the Upper Level Loop
Altemative~DelcanProposal. At that meeting we pointed out the many
shortcomings of the ULLNDelcan concept.
The attached detailed response fully addresses each of the points that Mr. Haikalis
continues to raise. In sum, the proposal is fatally flawed due to its:
Severe and permanent operational impacts on Metro North.
Inability to meet the need for 24 LUW trains in the peak hour to Grand Central
Terminal (GCT).
Failure to provide adequate circulation space within Grand Cenlral Terminal.
Failure to address critical ventilation and safety improvements that would be
necessary to accommodate the increased number of customers ina the existing GCT.

* Failure to account for the significant time (up to four years) ihak would be
required for environmental studies and new property acquisitions.
Finally, the claimed cost savings cannot be realized because the cost of all the
critical features omitted in the ULLNDelcan proposal to safely and reliably operate
trains, erodes any cost savings. The result would be a very infcrisr service that does
not meet the service level needs of the LTRR and would require a. permanent 2530% reduction in current Metro North peak hour service levels.
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A s noted by Commissioner Feinstein at the February 2006 Committee meeting, this
should be our last review of why the ULL1VL9elcan proposal is not feasible.
Sincerely,

7
Mysore L. Nagaraja, President
Attachment
cc: Capital Construction, Planning and Real !Estate Committee Members
Peter Cannito
James Dennody
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Introduction
A report entitled "Assessn~entof the Upper Level Loop Alterna.ti:ve for the Manhattan
Portion of the East Side Access Project", prepared for the Institute for Rational Urban
Mobility by the Delcan Corporation was submitted to MTA in the fall of 2004 (hereafter
referred to asthe Delcan Report). The Upper Level Loop Alternative is a variation on an
alternative, called the "Apple Corridor" that was submitted by the Committee For Better
Transit (CBT) in 1996 for consideration in the transportation planning process from
which the East Side Access project emerged. The Haikalis/Dclcan proposal and its
variations have been submitted a nu~nberof other rimes over the last decade to MTA (and
its board members), elected officials, and industry professionals. IUeetings between Mr.
Haikalis and his supporters and projectlrailroad staff have taken place on a number of
occasions. Serious consideration has been given to the most recent ITaikalis proposal,
however, fatal flaws associated with the use of the upper level 100js plan, affecting both
Metro North Railroad (MNR) and Long Island Railroad (LIWR) sewice, have been
identified. These fatal flaws remain unacknowledged by Mr. Haikalis and the Delcan
Corporation. While the rest of the trarlsportation industry supports the current East Side
rZccess design and understands the serious flaws associated with the Upper Level Loop
Alternative, Mr. Haikalis and the Dclcan Corporation believe tha-k MTA has not given
serious consideration to their proposal.
The FEIS found the Apple Corridor scheme to be fatally flawed due to its sign~ficant
adverse impacts on MNR service (existing service as well as planned) and its inability to
meet the LIRR service requirements that were defined for the East Side Access project.
The Upper Level Loop Alternative proposes the same Manhattan alignment as the Apple
Conidor scheme and would have the same fatal flaws (i.e., severe impacts to M N W
service arld LLRR service shortfalls).
The most recent resurrection of the Haikalis proposal can be attributed to the controversy
over the 50Ih Street Facility. The Kaufinan Organization funded the DePcan Repofl in an
effort to support their litigation on the 5oth Street Facility. Mr. Efaikalis wrongly asserts
that a 5oth Street Facility would not be required if the upper le./c,l 04- Grand Central
Terminal is used for the new service. In fact, the HaikalisDelcan proposal makes no
provision for emergency or normal ventilation in the existing tunnels and terminal,
despite the fact that East Side Access will nearly double the number ofrailroad customers
using GCT today, and increase train service by about 75 percent, As indicated in the
responses provided below, even if a 100-year old terminal had ventilation/emcrgency
systems that met current safety standards, this increase in passengers and trains would
still trigger the need for additional facilities.
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Mr. Icaufman has withdrawn his support, both monetary and in principal, for the
Waikalis/Delcan proposal (see attached e-mail) since the issues on ihe 5oth Street Facility
were resolved late last year. Nevertheless, Mr. Haikalis is doggedly advocating his
proposal, attempting to capitalize on the results of the Delcan Report. This report is
remarkably un-informed and a point by point response to Mr. Haikalis' latest assertions,
which critique a presentation given by Mysore Nagaraja to T%ITA board members
regarding the Upper Level Loop Alternative, is presented below.
East Side Access Overview

A key goal of the ESA project is to operate 24 trains per hour into CCT in the Pedk period wiehoue
any negative or adverse impacts to the quality of MNR service, W D R service lcvcls (present
and projected), and MNR9s ability to reach operating and safety performance targets.
This hdarnental and guiding principle, hlly vetted and agreed to by all operating agencies, is
included in the ESA project Design Criteria and was a basis for ihe positive Record of
Dccisiorl issued by the Federal Transit Administration to conclude the environmental
review process. The HaikalisIDelcan plan fails to address the LIRI%operat~nggoal and,
more importantly, the tcnlporary and permanent impacts to MNR.
The design of the project reflects this key goal as well as delivering a 21" Century
transportation system to accommodate approximately 160,000 daily customers who will
ride the new service to East Midtown. With East Side Access, the number of corninuter
rail passengers in CCT will nearly double the approximate %90,000 daily
customers utilizing GCT today. While the Upper Level Loop Altematia~emakes
absolutely no provisions for passenger circulation space in and around GCT, East Side
Access includes:
Eight platform tracks accommodating 12-car trains;
Multiple banks of escalators, elevators and emergency stairs:
Four mid-level mezzanines and three cross-passageways;
A large concourse in the area currently occupied by MNR's Madison Yard;
Passenger amenities in the new concourse including ti~ketingand information
booths, restrooms, waiting room seating, retail elcments and required
administrative, operational, and mechanical support spaces;
New exitdentrances to the GCT complex from the new LIXR concourse and to
the street.

February 28,2006 letter from Georpe Haikalis to Hon. Nancy ShgveB1 Blakeman
Mr. Nagaraja cited several concerns about the Upper Level Loop Alternative. Detailcd
below are the major subject areas in Mr. Haikalis' correspondence, Mr. HaikaPis'
comment and the MTA's response.
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I . The plau could only ncconzinodate 12 trni~lsper hour, not the 24 trains per Jzoul- that
could be huizdled by the Deep Cavern plrrn.
Mr. Haikalis comment: The Delcan study found that that the kipper Level Loop
Alternative had a capacity of 24 trains per hour in the morning peak and 18 trains per
hour in the evening pcak. MTA's analysis of its Deep Cavern station, shown in the
project's Final Environmental lmpact Statement, did not include a.na estimate of evening
peak hour capacity. Mr. Nagaraja's estimate of a much lower capacity is based on his
claim that trains could not operate around the upper level loop at spceds greater than 4
mph. Delcan calculated the spccd at 12 rnph. Delcan's calculation was based on
standard railway engineering practice developed over the past 150 yea-rs, which takes into
account comfort and safety factors. Mr. Nagaraja offered no technical analysis to support
his
claim.

MTA Response:
Tiler-e is an inconsistency between what the Haikalis/nelcai report states and what Mr. Haikalis
says. The Hakalis/Delcan plan states that 24 b-ains per hour car7 be accoimnodated operating at
speeds of up to I 5 to 1 8 IklPlJ utihzing the loop b c k . Mr. Haikalis states that speeds of 12 MPEI
will support the plan's level of service. In reality, the design speed for the upper level loop track,
based on track structure and geometry, is 10 mph. However, Metro-North does not believe that

such a speed is sustainable due to excessive rail wear and very close side c:learances which could
result in trams htting the walls if here is any lateral motion due to track or equipment defects.
Metro-North believes, therefore, that a realistic operating speed on the loop is 4 MPH, which would
result in only 12 LIRR trains per hour in the peak. In addition, evacuating a train would be
exceedingly difficult within the limited clearances of the loop. T h ~ sis a greater issue with EKCR
trains due to the length of the trains (12 cars vs. MNR's average length of 8 e m ) and the number of
trains that would be operatmg on the loop track.
Furthermore, in order for the t-IaikalidDelcanplan to work, it is necessany to take running tracks,
lead tracks, platfom~ixxks and yard access away fi-om MNR for use by L E R . This not only
reduces capacity in GCT for N N R but it would force h/INR to operate its four Park Abenue tunnel
tracks with 2 inbound and 2 outbound (cune~ltoperations are supported by the m n f i p t i o n of 3
inbound tracks and 1 outbound track in the 19N1 peak and vice versa ~JI the BM pcak), m order to
support an increased flow of outbound trains to access outlying yards to make up for the lost yard
access in GCT, as well as the loss of platform capacity. Ln total, this would pmnanently reduce
MNR service in peak periods by 20-25% with no ability to expand service.
As a result of these speed limitations, only 12 trains per hour could operate under the
Upper Level Loop Alternative, which would not meet the service levels required. By
contrast, East Side Access is fully responsive to E R R and Mm. passenger service
operating requirements. The current design for East Side Access will accommodate thc
demand for the foreseeable future (year 2020) and beyond, by providing for a safe
practical capacity of 30 trains per hour, while reliably supporting operation of 24
scheduled trains per hour.
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The Delcan Report is silent on the magnitude, disruption, and cost of alterations to the
upper level platfom~s,snitches, and tracks that would be required to make the existing
platforms long enough, and trains fast enough, to meet the 24 train per hour capacity that
would make the new service cost-effective. drnprovemcnts to GCT infrastructure to
increase speeds would be very costly, cause unavoidable impacts on the Lexington
Avenue subway and the Times Square Shuttle passageway, and involve complex, high
risk construction. It is important to remember that Grand Central Terminal, built in 1914
for intercity rail on the upper level and commuter service on the lower level, was also a
real estate developnlent project. There are thousands of columns as close as five feet
apart- lining the network of narrow platforms and tracks. These colunnns support MNR
tracks, Park Avenue real estate, and other midtown skyscrapers. The tracks and
platforms on the upper level were not built to support the volume of passengers that will
be seen with East Sidc Access, and the upper level loop track can not support passenger
service at the required speeds and frequency w~thoutniajor rehabilltation, which would
constitute high risk and costly construction.
Existing switches would need to be replaced and the loop track would have to be wldened
and super-elevated. These are major cos&items duc to the existi113bluilding infrastructure
(including the columns and tracks) and proximity to the foundations of skyscraper office
buildings in the GCT trainshed. Such inlprovements mould require the undelpirlning of
dotens of buildings and impact the Times Square Shuttle passageway and the Lex~ngton
Avenue subway and would also be hindered by exist~ngspace ce3nsirraints. In real~ly,
these types of improvements are not Yeasible due to the configuration of cxisting crash
walls and track layout. None of these costs have been included in the Delcan proposal.

2. T17e Upper Level Loop Plan cannot provide reliable service because of its "single
poirat of failure".
Mr. Haikalis comment: The 63rd Street tunnel Lower Deck has only two tracks available
for LEU3 service - one for westbound trains heading toward Manhattan and one for
eastbound trains heading toward Queens. Should a train stall in the tunnels very serious
delays would occur, regardless of the design of the Manhattan temninal. MTA has 110e
made a comparison of the reliability of its eight track Deep Cavern station which includes
four tail tracks and a five track station connecting to the Upper Level Loop. Such a
comparison would almost certainly show that the Upper Level Loop Alternative, which
has far fewer switches than the Deep Cavern Plan and does not require a change in
direction, would have far fewer points of failure.
MTA Response:
The eight track terminal has been fully simuIated and shown to meet all EBRR opcrational
requirements while providing for the safe practical capacity of 30 trains per hour, while
reliably supporting operation of 24 scheduled trains per hour. The tail tracks support the
train capacity and also provide disposition of trains that are taken out of service in such a
way as to have minimal impact on rush hour operations.
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By contrast, under the Upper Level Loop Alternative, use of the single track loop Sor
revenue service is problematic since any disabled train in the h o p would shut down
service until the obstruction is cleared. This would result in unreliable service and poor
on-time performance.
3. Metro-North operations would be severely impacted by the construction and
operation of the Upper Level Loop Alternative

Mr. Haikalis comment: Uelcan was assisted it its railway operations analysis by Iklichael
Schabus, owner and operator of several private commuter railways in the LK. They
carefully studied the current Metro-North operating plan and suggested measures that
would mini~nizeadverse impacts. At the meeting neither Mr. Nagaraja, nor Metro-North
President Peter Cannito, identified specific impacts that were not addressed in the Delcan
study nor did they take exception to any of the measures proposed by Delcan. With 46
platform tracks, Grand Central Terminal is the world's largest rail station. Its util~zation
level is far below railway stations at key locations in Europe, and certainly far below
LlKR experience at Perm Station.

MTA Response:
The response to this point will be on the pem~anentimpacts to 1 W R operations and
impacts to MNR during construction.
3

Permanent Impacts to Metro-North Operations

Assertions are made that the MNR operating plan and physical configuration were
carefully studied and measures were suggested to mitigate impacts. In reality, the
HaikalisDelcan report shows that the impacts are extremely severe, involving
considerable degradation to MNR opcrating perfonllarlce and service delivery. Ht is
important to note that the proposed mitigations fail to satisfactorily address the impacts,
thereby failing when compared to the guiding principle of no or minimal impacts to
MNR operations. In the HaikalidDelcan report there are numerous references to MNR service
disruptions, changes and impacts both during construction and in the final proposed
cordguration.
The following points made in the WaikakDelcan report are either factu.al%y
incorrect or represent
invalid assumptions and conclusions:
It is feasible to assign Tracks 1 and C to LIRR senicq lea-vbg eight MetrdVorth
running tracks ("throat" tracks in HIaikalis/Delcan terminolsg~ji. 'Fhis assumes that
track A is reconnected. Ln such a plan,
can operate with one running track for
each Park Avenue Tunnel track, Ieaving the remaining four tracks dbr yard moves,
storing trains and construction.

Metro-North cannot effectively operate with one mming track for each tunnel k k ; a
minimurn of two running hacks per tunnel itrack are required. The tmifion from 60 nlp11
operation in the tunnel to 10 mph operation in the Terminal requires that trains be sepwdeed

("fanned out" on the running W

w
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experiencing delay;. Calculations show that having only one m t n g track aa~ailablefor
each tunnel track would result in a decrease in Ihroughput from the c~ment1 train every 2.5
to 3 minutes (20-24 trains pcr hour per t m k ) to 1 k
ain every 3 io 4 ninutes (1 5-20 trains
per hour per b-ack). a 20-25% reduction in capacity. GCT peak operations also require
the ability to make parallel moves; that is, to have trains moving simultaneously
along several routes within the terminal complex. The reduction in running tracks
limits this capability as well. For outbound moves, it is necessary to feed trains from
two or more running tracks into the tunnel back to ensure that mlaximutn capacity is
attainable in the tunnel.
C~urently,ei&t of the nine running tracks are used primarily to feed andor accept tunnel
traftic, and the ninth track (Track C) is used for upper level yard moves (Track A scn7es
this put-pose on the lower level). While it is possible to operate successfully for short
periods with one less running track, t h s level provides little flexibility md is not sustainable
over long pel-lo&. The Delcan ass~unptionthat MNR could operatc on six running tracks
d w g constructiorl is absolutely incorrect. A reduction in riming tracks and ladders
would have negative impacts on K T peak opadtioix.
In February of 2000, ESA conducted a train operations workshop to analyze and
best configure a proposed interlocking and terminal an-angement. At that
workshop it was demonstrated that a simple 2 track operation could not support
2.5 minute headways. 'The determining factor was then, and is now, the necessary
distance and time for deceleration. Trains had to be separated at speed in order lo
avoid ripple delay, and allow for multiple and simultaneous routing.
In the PM, the adjustment had to b e made, not just in number o f running tracks,
but in the length o f t h e track circuits, the distance between signals and switches to
"release" routes for trains following each other as the distance to be traversed and
the speed of travel exceeded the 2.5 minute headway between dispatchrnents.
For example: trains operating on 2.5 minute headways initially at 60 rnph
dccelerate to 10 rnph and in so doing, the distance between the rear end of train A
and head end o f train B reduces to 1231 feet. Train A reaches the access point
for platform routing and must travel its own length to clear lhat point and allow
for routing of a following train. Train A then travels 1020 .Teei (12 cars) at 14.7
fcet'sec, consuming 69 seconds. Train B has to t r a ~ e l86 seconds plus 69
seconds, 2 minutes 35 seconds, to clear for Train C. The 2.5 minute headway is
thus exceeded. Trains are forced to slow down "further back" on the mainline.
Delays are incurred not because of platform availabil~tybut because of the
transition times and distances.

There are a number of undemtilked tracks in Grand Cenbp-aI that, by better
utilization, would accommodate all the trains currently using the loop tracks.
First, HaikalidDelcan is in error with reference to the number of these Pack?, as shown in
the table on page 29 of the HaikalidIIelcan report); specifically:
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o Tracks 22 and 3'1 were permanently removed to make room for the CC North
passageways.
o Track 14 is a non-revenue track used for recychg and garbage cars, and is not
suitable for use by passenger &is.
o Track 1'13 was not included in the 1990's interloclung improvement plan, and is
not in service. T h s track, howevcr, is scheduled to be reconnected to the
interloclung as part ofthe ESA lower level improvements.
o Track 1 16 holds four cars, not five, and thus is usable for ordy a very small number
of trains.

Second, the track utilization eficiency cannot be calculatd based on the percent of rime
that a track is occupied. The key mebic is the percentage of track that are occupied at the
peak time d~vingthe rush hour. At Grand Central, this critical time is between 8:30 and
8:45 a.m., and m that time period, every available revenue track, except as noted in the ncxt
paragrapl-~,is occupied. The fact that 30% of the tracks may have been unused in the
previous 30 minutes is immaterial.
Based on expcnence and operating practice, tluee passenger tracks csc unassiped during
the peak periods. In the time period sampled by Delcan, these were tracks 28, 39 (not
shown in the report) and '106. MNR must allow for any two tracks to be out-of-service at
any time for maintenance and capital work (currently tracks 24 and 27 for switch
replacement), and one track must always be available for late *uahls, imcheduled turns,
bans with mechanical problems, etc.

Any platform track can be substituted for any other platform back in reassigning
trains from the loop,
Trains are assiged to GCT tracks based on their size, type (EMU or locomotive hauled)
and route. Reassigmng a Hudson train fiom track 42 to track 24, bbr example, creates
serious routing conflicts within the temunal whlch results m 'min congestion at CP1.
Upper Level trains cannot bc routinely routed to the Lower Level if fhey are locomotive
hauled (because of the grades) or if they are sufficiently large to create a customm flow
problem on the narrow lower level platforms and stairways.
Trains can be "double berthed9'on long platform tracks to crezte additional capacity.
Staclung two bans on a platform track was an accepted, but seldom ilsed, Mem-North
operating strategy in the late 1980's. This practice represents a significant inconvenience
for custorners, increasing the time requved to exit a trail to the terminal. More
significantly, with the opening of Grand Cerlhd North in the late R9909s,this practice mas
discontinued in all but emergency situations due to the construction of the stair enclosures
on the north ends of the platforms. These enclosures, which are gmmlly 6 to 10 calengths fkom the block, occupy 50% or more of the platform width. Unloading a train
mostly or entirely north of these enclosures forces custorners to exit south and t~+a\~erse
the
narrow passages between the enclosure and the platform edge. The I-esultingcustomer
flow rates are unacceptable fiom a customer service and safety pen~nctive.The practice of
:stacking trains was specifically prohibit4 fkom consideration when the original MOU
between MNR, LIRR and ESA was developed in 2000.
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Additional capacity can be created by more efficient service time of equipment on the
platforms.

The time required to clean and senrice lrains for outbound 'rips is never the govemulg
critcria for platform occupancy. Outbound trains are scheduled to meet customer demand,
schedule pattern and the availability of operating slots in the Par111Avalue T~wlela d along
main line tracks.

The amount of time required to yard a train (i-e. clear a pllaKhr-m track for araother
train) is 201 seconds; hence, aU 16 yard trains can be handled i~njess than one homr of
track occupancy dime on a running track
'fix H&alis/Delcan report's basic equation is flawed in a ~ l m b e of
r ways; prirnaily u1
that it assumes an average s p e d of 10 mph. The rna>;imunl s p e d is 10 mph; average
speed will be considerably less, e3ku7g into account acceleration and deceleration and any
delay due to conflictiilg moves, signal clearance times, etc. HaikalidDelcan allowed only
20 seconds for the move to change direction; in practice, ths is considembIy higher
depending on whether the move is being made by an engineer dcrne, two engineers or an
enguleer and a conductor. Halkalid Delcan also incorrectly assumes that the reverse I?IOVC
is made at the first s\vitch wher-e the h-ain clears the platfonn, when in1 fact trains may havc
to travel a considerable distance before being able to change ends ( h r example, from track
105 to ladder T to track 150 to ladder N to track A). In all,
believes that 8- 10
minutes per yard move is a more reasonable estimate. HaikalidDelcm also tails to ~nclude
the five yard moves currently made off the loop in their calculation.

Metro-North could provide the same sewice level with feweri- !hains by increasing
train lengths.
Increased trairl len,@ implies one of hvo alternatives; either outlqiing stations receive less
fiequent semce in order to fill the larger trains, or two or more seryicc zones are combined,
resulting in more stops per train and longer tsavcl times for customers. Either of these
options would si~~uficantly
degrade the quality of senice that Mt;&o-North provides its
customen, and as such, tiolate the basic premise that MNR not be adversely affxted by
h e ESA project. This concept is also in conflict wth Delcan's earlier proposal to "doubleberth" trains, which requires train lengths of no more than 6-7 cm.

Metro-North may have to alter its operating plan from a 3:ii ratio of inbound to
outbound capacity.
This option has a sigificant service impact. Haikalis/Delcan recognized in their report that
I b l N l c m o t , under the current operahng plan, operate any addtiorral revme peak trains in
the peak hour, the single outbound track is at capacity. They are c o r ~ ~ixntth~sassuniption.
The only feasible alternative would be to change the operation in the Pxk Avenue T m e l
and Viaduct from 3 hacks inbound1 track outbound to 2 tracks inbound2 tracks outbound.
By doing so, it would be possible to dispatch every arriving train during the peak period.
However, as H&ahs/Delcan itself notes, MNR currently operates 51 inbound trairls on
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three tracks in the peak hour. Going to a two track inbound operation would limit that
capacity to 20 trains per track, or a total of 40 trains. This represents a 2 1.5% reduction in
senice, and permanently prohibits any senrice growth during h e peak hour. Th~sis a
major service irnpact to MNR customers; hence, ths option is not acceptable.

In sum, all of the strateges proposed by Delcan are fatally flawed, either for operationai reasons
or becai~sethey have a major negative irnpact on lW\JR's service to its a~stomers. In bet, we do
not bclieve that there are any strateges or con~binationsof strateses that can adequately nuligate
the impacts to Metro-North of the Upper Level ESA Plan.
Constn~ctionImpacts to Metro-North @erations
Terlnporarily removing the west end of Ladder 1, connecting tracks J &I and tl-ack 1 &kI
in order to permit construction of the portal at 33i-90 means thai ~ i otrains operating on
track 2 in the Park Avenue Tilmcl can be routed directly to J o,r M to access platform
tracks on the uppcr or lower level. Access will be tolfrom Laddcr Y, or Track FLadder U, effectively creating a single track operation on each level, preventing
simiultaneous northward and southward movement.
The HaikalislDelcan Report states, "The two adjacent tracks used by MNR for access
to the upper level (track H) and lower level (track J) may be affected to varying degrees
dur-jng t h ~ sphase of construction over at least part, ~f not all o r thc timc required to
build the new structures." That is not a nlinin~alimpact. That is a major service
obstruction.
The IIaikalis/Delcan plan also states, "It would be very difficult to avoid encroachment
into the operating envelope for MNR operatior~son track J, and vfould therefore likely
require NNR operations restricted to other lower level access tracks during
constniction." Again this is no n~inimalimpact. This is a major disruption as it \vould
leave only one trdck in each direction to access the lower level f ~ o mthe Park Avenue
Tunnel. Loss of access to track J would make access to yard storage tracks 165 though
125 more difficult and inefficient.
At various other points in this section, the HaikailslDclcan plan discusses
encroachments on track H, track D and track B during constnlction. Each of these
would result in a major service disruption to Metro-North, which could curtail peak
service by as much as 50%.
4. The alignmen& of the Upper Level Loop /Ilternatzveplace.~ix if? conflirt wlrh the

Lexington Alierzue express trczch atrd the 60th Street luilneI tracks.
Mr. Ha.ikalis comment: Delcan bascd its analysis on key findings of MTA's Major
Investment Study (MIS) that analyzed a Lower Level Alternative. The alignment and
clearance problems cited by Mr. Nagaraja were fully addressed in this earlier MTA study
which was conducted by MTA consultant STV. MTA R esncxsc:
__,
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Mr. :Nagaraja was misinterpreted on this point. He stated that :an impact to thc Times
Square Shuttle passageway would occur if the loop track were widened to accommodate
higher speeds.

5. The Deep Ca~/errzstcrtior~is rlo fi~rtller below [he surjace thinz he Lexingtorz ilvetlue
station on the 63rd Street line, sewed by the F line.
Mr. Haikalis comment: Delcan fully addressed the fire safety issues associated with the
Upper Level Loop Alternative. '4 similar analysis is not available for the Deep Cavern
plan. Delcan estimated the travel time savings of the Upper Level station coiupared with
the Deep Cavern. Anyone who has used thc F train station is familiar with the
inconvenience associated with a deep cavern station. In the case o f the Ecxington
Avenue F train stop, this is a relatively nlinor station that handles few travelers. A deep
cavenn station for the LIRR will mean that all travelers will have to face this nuisance.
The security risks associated with this station are certainly far grcater than with Upper
Level Loop station. No serious discussion o f the fire safety issues associated with the
deep cavern station have been made public.

NlTA Response:
Ironically, it is the Upper Eevcl Loop Alternative that would not imeet the relevant safety
standards for underground tunnel systcms and passenger rail stations. As ir~dicatcd
above, the upper level of the nearly 100-year old ternlinal was no1 constructed with safety
provisions for the volume of passengers that will be delivered with East Side Access.
Such provisions arc known to be the difference between railroad incidents and disasters.
For example, the Delcan Report does not contain any provision h i - new emergency exits
in the loop track area, which .would be used for revenue service, or proper tunnel and
station ventilation that would be required with the constructissl o f a major capital
transportation project (which increases train traffic in the existing tunnel and terminal by
75 percent and nearly doubles the current number of passengers). New emergency exits
to the street would have to b e constructed to meet today's code to permit egress from the
loop track and furlnels in the event of a stopped train and to permit acccss for cmcrgency
personnel in the event of a fire. Current federal safety standards wonld dictate ventilation
faciIities for the Upper Level Loop Alternative similar to those proposed for the East Side
Access Project (i.e., at 63"d Street and Second Avenue, 551h Street, 50'" Street, and 44"'
Street) and additional facilities above the existing loop track where passenger-loaded
trains would operate. It is unrealistic to believe that a project costing billions of dollars,
that will serve hundreds of thousands of people every day, corlld be built without
incorporating modem safety standards and con~plyingwith the intcnt of the relevant
building codes. The Delcan proposal assumes just that. Even if &he project were to file
for the many variances that would be required, MTA and their design team would be
unwilling to accept the responsibility for such an inadcquatc and unsafe design.
B y contrast, the design o f the new tunnels and terminal in the deep cavern scheme meets
the applicable standards o f NFPA 130 and the New York State building code. The current
GCT plan provides code-compliant egress at six locations from the platforms, leading to
four code-compliant mezzanines. h accordance with NFPA 130 standards, thc
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n~ezzanineswill function as the "'Points of Safety" from the platforms, senling as
transitional space if the terminal needs to be evacuated. The mezzanines will be
constructed of 3-hour fire resistance rated floor!ceiling materials ~vhich,in addition to thc
use of glazed partitions, automatic sprinklers and a modem emergency ventilation
system, will provide a minimum of ]-hour protection from themzl and smoke effects of
a fire on the platform levels in accordance with safety standards.
From the mezzanines, code-compliant egress is provided by escalator banks and
emergency stairs leading to the concourse which will act like a "manifold" allowing
distribution of passengers to code- and ADA-compliant exits to the street. The Upper
Level Loop plan includes none of these features. In fact, it would cause overcrowded
conditions at a number of critical circulation points within the existing GCT, as it does
not create a single square foot of new passenger tenninal space for the approximately
160,000 LIRR daily customers.
Over-all, the new station design 1s state-of-the-art, with safety fcatures more advanced
than those in exist~ngstations in the region. In addition to emergency egress, East Side
Access ventilation and smoke evacuation will also meet code requirements and the latest
indus1.r~standards.

6. Cost will be s z l b s t a ~ t ~ ~11ig11~r
t l l y f l l ~ 1 1 7 those projcctecl bj' I)clcr~p7
Mr. Ha~kaliscomment: Delcan made a careful analysis of the cost elcments identified in
the Deep Cavern plan and estimated the likely cost of its plan based on MTA costs. The
Upper Level Loop Alternative requires far less excavation, far fewer escalators and
elevators and many fewer track elements. If anything, Delcan's estimate of saving $1.2
billion in construction cost may be conservative. A truly reliable estimate of costs of
each alternative could only be done by a knowledgcable third palty with construction
experience in the New Uork area.

MTA Response:
The Delcan cost estimate is not a comprehensive estimate as it ignores several high cost
items that would be required to construct and operate the Upper Level Loop Alternative.
As proposed, the Upper Level Loop Alternative would not meet firellife safety standards
in the areas of ventilation or emergency egress. The Delcan Report assumed a cost
savings in the area of ventilation, when in fact, ventilation for ill@Upper Level Loop
would be more expensive than with East Side Access as a result of the additional
facilities required to ventilate the loop track. In addition, thc Delcan Repod severely
underestimates costs for working within the confines of an operating railroad, costs for
underp~nn~ng
the NYCT structure at 60Ih Street, costs of railroad force account personnel,
and costs to mitigate significant ilnpacts to Metro-North senlice both during construction
and operation of the Upper Level Loop Alternative. As indicated below, a ncw
enviro~mentalreview and property acquisition process would delay the mid-point of
construction in both Queens and Manhattan and costs related to escsilation would need to
be included. When these additional costs are added to the Delcan cost estimate, the
savings are negligible.

If the cost to reconstruct the loop track were added to the Delcan cstimate (to permlt the
service levels required by East Side Access), the cost of thc Upper Level Loop
Alternative would exceed that of East Side Access. While costly improveme~itscould be
made to GCT's infrastructure to p e m ~ tgreater LIRR servlce, the Upper Level Loop
Alternative still would not create any new oassenger spacc for the 160,000 new
passengers, would have unacceptable and unavoidable impacts 03-1Metro-North service
both during constmction and permanently, and the service would be unrellablc (due to the
single loop track). For these reasons, the current deep cavern design was sclected as the
preferred alternative over the IJpper Level Loop Alternative.

7. Procellzlr.nl changes r~ectledto advance the Q p c r Level Loop Aliertlutive wrll delay
cot~~pletlon
of rhefolnr toJivej,~nl=~.
Mr. Haikalis comment: MTA has made numerous changes in its LIRR East Side Access
plan since the Record of Decision on its Final Environmental Impact Statement was
issued. Most notable among these was the add:ition of the 50th Street Vent Buildil~gand
its subsequent redesign to meet community objections. Since the ljg~perLevel Loop
Alternative has fewer adverse impacts ~nodificationsto the environmental analysis can be
advanced quickly. Subsurface easements for the Upper Level Loop Alternative are very
similar to those negotiated by MTA in the MIS phase of the study. Delcan estimated that
the far sirnpler Upper Level Loop Alternative would cut three ycars off construction tirne.

MTA Response:
The magnitude of the design change under the lJpper Level Loop Alternative can not be
compared to the other design changes made by ESA since the 200%Record of Decision.
The significant (unakoidable) adverse impacts on train service in Ibletro-North commuter
temtories in Westchester and Connecticut alone would trigger the preparation of a
supplement EIS (by contrast the 5oth Street Facility requircd only an Enviromnental
Assessment). Furthermore, since the I!L.LA alignment would affcct all of the work in
Manhattan and more than 50 percent of the project cost, federal regulations would not
allow contract awards in Manhattan or Queens until the NEPA process is complete (an
approximate two year delay). A new Manhattan a1 i ~ m e n would
t
require new subsurface
easements, which also requires the NEPA process to be complcte pilor to commencing
the property acquisition process. The Manhattan work represents the critical path to
project con~pletion. As a result, the construction completion ycar would be delayed
directly by the delay related to environmental review and property acquisition.

8. Final point on Rourd respon.~ihiIity
Mr. Haikalis comment: Yn closing, it is iinpol-tant to note that the increased
responsibilities of board members of authorities operating in New York State, discussed
at the outset of yesterday's meeting, make it imperative that MTA board members do a
careful job of reviewing credible alternatives. This is especially important when
considering the LIRR East Side Access project., which is by far MTA9s Ian-gest capital
investment. By not inviting Delcan to respond t o Mr. Nagaraja's critique of its work, the
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corn~mitteehas done a pr-ofuund disserve to taxpayers, rider:; and a well-respected
engineering firnl.

MTA Response:
The Upper Level Loop Alternative has been reviewed and rejected unanimously by:
railroad operatins personnel from both Meti-o-North Railroad and Long lsland Rail Road;
the presidents of both railroads; East Side Access tunnel enginecrs from the tri-venture
team of Parsons Brinckerhof'f, Parsons Transportation Group, and STV; constructability
engineers from the Bechtel/URS Joint Venture team serving as Program and Construction
Managers for the East Side Access Project; MTA's independent engineer; and FTA and
their oversight engineers.
Additionally, the MTA's proposed design for Easl Side
Access was reconfirmed since thc FEIS was completed independent of the proponents of
the Upper Level Loop Alternative. hV1it.n the responsibility for building East Side Access
was ltransferrcd to the MTA Capital Constniction Company (MTPaCC) in July 2003, one
of the first actions taken was a thorough review of the design options for East Side
.Access to confirm the project's scope and budget. The analysis included a review of
planned service levels, ridership assumptions, exiting capacity ant4 whether or not I,LRR
train service could be accomniodated within cxisting GCT space. To furthcr validate
these efforts, an outside firm with no prior involvenient with East Side Access was
utilized. The result o f these efforts was a reaffirmation that the current design for East
Side Access is the proper one. It is the only design plan that provides for sufficient
capacity to meet projected demand; it does not overload the existing customer circulation
areas of GCT; does not adversely impact Metro-North's existing and future operations;
and allows both railroads lo ineet their long-tcrm g o w t h potential.

